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Investigation of PbO as a system for measuring the electric dipole moment of the electron
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We point out the potential of the diatomic molecule PbO as a system in which to search for an electron
electric dipole moment~EDM!. Large oscillator strengths between various electronic states of PbO would be
beneficial for such an experiment. As a step toward determining these oscillator strengths, we have measured
a number of radiative lifetimes and branching ratios in PbO. We discuss the impact of our measurements on the
proposed EDM experiment and point out the need for further experimental and theoretical work on PbO.

PACS number~s!: 33.70.Ca, 33.90.1h, 14.60.Cd, 13.40.Em
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electric dipole moment of the electron (de) is of great
interest in particle physics@1,2#. According to the standard
model,de is too small to be detected by any presently co
ceivable method. However, many currently favored ext
sions to the standard model~in particular, supersymmetric
models! predictudeu to be within;3 orders of magnitude o
the current experimental limit:udeu,4310227e cm @3#. An
increase of sensitivity by several orders of magnitude wo
make it possible to either exclude a wide variety of the
theoretical models or to see evidence of new physics bey
the standard model.

We plan to search for the electric dipole moment~EDM!
of the electron by using the metastable excited s
a(1)@3S1# of the diatomic molecule PbO@4#. ~For clarity,
we will refer to this state in the text as ‘‘a(1)’ ’ rather than
simply ‘‘a.’’ ! The proposed experiment ultimately could
sensitive to an electron EDMudeu,10231e cm, i.e.,;4 or-
ders of magnitude below the current limit. This sensitiv
arises from a unique combination of properties of Pb
which simultaneously provide a large enhancement fac
narrow magnetic resonance lines, and high counting rate

In this paper, we begin by outlining the proposed ED
experiment using PbO. This discussion will explain the i
portance of measuring various parameters of electronic t
sitions in PbO. In the second part of the paper, we desc
our experimental investigation of some of these paramet
Finally, we discuss the implications of our results for t
eventual EDM measurement.

II. THE PROPOSED EDM EXPERIMENT IN PbO

A. General features of EDM experiments

The signature of an EDM is a linear, Stark-induced e
ergy shift DE52dĴ•EW, where Ĵ5JW /uJW u is a unit vector
along the angular momentum of the system,EW is the electric
field experienced by the system, andd is the value of the
permanent electric dipole moment. The ultimate sensitiv
of any experiment searching for an EDM depends on b
the size of the energy shiftDE5udEu and the ability to ac-
curately measure this small quantity. The design of an ED
experiment usually involves tradeoffs between the optimi
tion of the factors that determine the attainable statist
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sensitivity. For example, the size ofDE depends on the
choice of experimental system~e.g., atoms vs molecules! and
also on technical parameters such as the maximum exte
electric field that can be applied without breakdown. At t
same time, good energy resolution demands long cohere
times ~t! and high counting rates (dN/dt), since the opti-
mum energy resolution~determined by the limitations o
shot noise! is d(DE)5\/@tAT(dN/dt)#, whereT is the to-
tal observation time.

B. Enhancement factor and effective electric field

Here we are concerned specifically with the electr
EDM. For good sensitivity tode , it is of course optimal to
use a system with one or more unpaired electron spins~since
otherwise the EDMs will cancel in pairs!. For such a para-
magnetic system, the linear Stark shift can be written
DE52deEeff , whereEeff is the effective electric field expe
rienced by a valence electron. From rotational symmetry i

easily seen thatEeff50, unless an external electric fieldEWext is

applied to the system. Even in the presence ofEWext, the ef-
fective field is nonzero only because of relativistic effec
@5#. It has long been known that, nevertheless,uEeffu can ex-
ceeduEextu by many orders of magnitude for suitably chos
systems@6#.

The fact that the effective electric field can be larger th
the external electric field is usually expressed in terms of
‘‘enhancement factor’’R[Eeff /Eext. However, this language
is inadequate for describing the relationship between exte
and effective fields in a molecule. More generally, the effe
tive electric field experienced by the valence electron~s! in an
atom or molecule can be expressed in the formEeff5QP,
whereQ is a factor which includes both the relativistic e
fects and details of atomic/molecular structure, andP is the
degree of polarization of the system by the external field@7#.
For both atoms and molecules, typical values areQ
;(10– 100)3109 V/cm3(Z/80)3; here theZ dependence
reflects both the relativistic nature of the effective field a
the size of the internal electric field near a heavy nucle
@6,8#. In the ground state of atomic Cs (Z555), for instance,
Eeff;(63109 V/cm)P. For comparison, it has been calc
lated that in thea(1) state of PbO,Eeff5(63109 V/cm)P @9#.
©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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C. Using molecules to search for the electron EDM

There is a qualitative difference between the laborat
values of effective fields in atoms and molecules, because
values ofP that can be achieved are very different for the
systems@7#. For atoms,P is limited by the size of the electric
fields achievable in the laboratory; for typical atomic grou
states,Patom;1023@Eext/(100 kV/cm)#. ~This fact explains
the language of the ‘‘enhancement factor’’ used to desc
the effective field in atoms; in this regime ofP!1, P}Eext
and the ratioR[Eeff /Eext is a constant.! In contrast, with
polar moleculesP'1 can be achieved with modest extern
fields. Thus the observable energy shifts, caused by an e
tron EDM, can be 100–1000 times greater for heavy, po
paramagnetic molecules than for atoms. For a concrete c
parison, we note that the experiment which gives the b
limit on de uses atomic T1 (R;2600) and an external elec
tric field Eext;100 kV/cm to achieve an effective fielduEeffu
;63107 V/cm @3#; the effective field for fully polarized PbO
in the a(1) state will be; 100 times larger than this.

Until now, however, it has seemed that the increased
of the effectDE, which can be achieved by using molecule
would be offset by enormous losses in energy resolu
d(DE). For two reasons the use of molecules has seeme
imply dramatically reduced counting rates~and thus poorer
resolution!, compared to experiments using atoms. Fir
heavy molecules that are paramagnetic in their ground st
~e.g., HgF and YbF! are chemical radicals, which usual
require extreme thermal and chemical conditions for prod
tion @10#; this in turn has meant relatively low productio
rates for the desired species. Second, the Boltzmann d
bution spreads the molecular population over many ro
tional sublevels (;104 under typical conditions T
*1000 K), while only one of the lowest levels is useful f
an EDM experiment~which requires states of well-define
energy and angular momentum!. Until now, the only techno-
logically feasible means of radical production that h
seemed compatible with the many requirements of an E
experiment has been in the relatively low-density enviro
ment of a molecular beam@7#.

D. The rationale for using PbO to search
for the electron EDM

The particular attractiveness of using thea(1) state of
PbO arises from the possibility of attaining much high
counting rates than had seemed possible with molecu
These higher counting rates can be obtained by working
vapor cell rather than a molecular beam: a cell can h
much larger volume and density of molecules than is p
sible in a beam.~These advantages of working in a vapor c
are exploited in several ongoing atomic EDM experime
@11,12#.! However, the ability to work in a vapor cell is, w
believe, entirely novel formolecularEDM experiments, and
is possible only because several conditions can be sim
neously met with PbO.

First, PbO~in its diamagneticX(0)@1S1# ground state! is
thermodynamically and chemically stable; it can be routin
obtained and easily vaporized. In order to attain good se
tivity to the electron EDM, the paramagnetica(1) state must
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be populated; this can be accomplished by selective and
ficient laser excitation. Thus working in this metastable st
of PbO circumvents the thermochemical extremes previou
considered necessary for using paramagnetic molecules

Second, thea(1) state of PbO requires only small electr
fields, E*10 V/cm, to achieveP'1. Such modest fields
have been achieved routinely in heated cells@13#, but much
larger fields are difficult to apply without discharges in t
hot, dense vapor of a closed cell. The extremely high po
izability of thea(1) state is a consequence of the very sm
energy splitting of; 12 MHz between theV-doublet oppo-
site parity levels in this state@14#. Such small splittings are a
systematic feature of Hund’s case~c! states withuVu>1
@15#. In contrast, true molecular radicals~i.e., molecules
which are paramagnetic in their ground states such as
and HgF! typically haveuVu5 1

2 ground states, for whichE
*10 kV/cm is required to achieveP'1 @7#.

E. Estimate of statistical sensitivity in a PbO EDM experiment

Now we consider the statistical sensitivity to the electr
EDM, which can be achieved using a vapor cell of PbO.
optimum experiment would maximize the coherence time~t!
and the counting rate (dN/dt). The coherence time for mea
surements in thea(1) state can be no larger than the lifetim
ta;80ms @16#. To avoid even shorter values oft, it is nec-
essary to prevent molecular collisions from destroying
orientation or alignment of thea(1) state; thus we deman
tcollision.ta . This leads to a constraint on the useful vap
density~n! of PbO. With a conservative estimate of the r
laxation cross section (scollision;10214cm2), the total den-
sity can be as large asn;331013cm23. This density corre-
sponds to the saturated vapor pressureP;331023 Torr,
attained at a temperature of; 690 °C @17#. It is also neces-
sary to avoid decoherence of thea(1) state due to wall col-
lisions. This can be avoided by choosing cell dimensions~L!
such thattwall5L/v.ta , wherev is the rms thermal veloc-
ity. DemandingL;2tav leads to reasonable dimensionsL
;5 cm.

At the temperature corresponding to maximum PbO d
sity, the fraction of molecules~f ! in the lowest rotational
level is f ;B/kT;331024, where B5431025 eV is the
rotational energy constant@18#. Assuming a roughly cubic
cell volume, the number of molecules in the lowest rotatio
level (N0) is thenN0; f nL3;1012. If these molecules are
excited to and detected from thea(1) state with total effi-
ciencies«e and «d , respectively, the counting rate will b
dN/dt5«e«dN0 /ta;«e«d1016/s.

We can now determine the statistical sensitivity to t
electron EDM for an experiment using PbO. We recall t
following data from the preceding discussion: the ene
shift uDEu5deEeff , whereEeff;63109 V/cm, and the energy
resolutiond(DE)5\/@tAT(dN/dt)#, where t;80ms and
dN/dt;«e«d1016/s. Combining these factors, we find that
«e«d;1, T51 day of integration would give a statistica
sensitivityd(de),10231e cm, which corresponds to an im
provement of more than 104 on the current limit forde @3#.
7-2
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INVESTIGATION OF PbO AS A SYSTEM FOR MEASURING THE ELECTRIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 052507
F. Efficiencies and sensitivity in a simple version
of the PbO EDM experiment

Next we discuss whether it is indeed possible to achi
such good efficiency of both excitation and detection of
a(1) state of PbO. Let us consider first a conceptually sim
design of the PbO experiment in order to demonstrate s
of the issues involved in answering this question. In t
simple version of the experiment, we imagine populating
a(1) state by direct excitation of theX→a transition, and
detecting thea(1) state by observing the fluorescence a
companying its decay.~More specifically, the orientation o
alignment of thea(1) state can be detected by observi
quantum beats in the fluorescence@19#.!

It should come as no surprise that it is difficult to ef
ciently populate thea(1) state. The long lifetime of this stat
necessarily means that theX-a oscillator strength is small
and thus that high laser power is required to populate
a(1) state via theX-a transition.~Note also that the choice
of such a long-lived state is not arbitrary; rather, the requ
ment for good energy resolution in the EDM experime
makes the use of such a state necessary!. In order to quantify
this statement, we note that«e51 means that PbO ground
state molecules from the entire velocity distribution and
entire volume of the cell must be transferred to thea(1)
state, once per lifetimeta . If we define a cross section fo
laser excitationse ~averaged over the velocity distribution i
the cell!, then for a given average laser flux over the cell~F!,
the average excitation rate~R! is R;Fse , and the excitation
efficiency is«e;Rta .

The cross section can be estimated from the standard
mula @20# se5(l2/8p)(Gpartial/GDoppler), wherel;560 nm
is the wavelength of the laser light,Gpartial is the decay rate o
a(1) into a specific rovibrational level ofX, and GDoppler
;2p3800 MHz is the Doppler width. With our knowledg
of ta , and with reasonable estimates of branching ratios
various rovibrational levels, we findse;3310217cm2. This
in turn means that achieving«e51 in the direct excitation
X→a would require a time-averaged laser power of;1000
W incident on the cell. This value is probably unattainab
With a standard commercial dye laser providing a few wa
of average power, only«e;331023 can be attained.

The detection efficiency will be similarly poor in thi
simple experimental arrangement. Detection of the de
fluorescence from thea(1) state is inefficient for a variety o
reasons. First, it is difficult to collect light over a large so
angle~V! surrounding a heated vapor cell; we estimate t
V;0.1 is the largest feasible value. Suppressing ba
grounds from blackbody radiation and scattered laser l
requires the use of bandpass filters which transmit fluo
cence accompanying decay to only a single vibrational le
of X. Taking into account branching ratios, filter transm
sion, and detector quantum efficiency, we expect a total
tection efficiency of only«e;531023.

Note that even this simple experimental arrangement
sufficient sensitivity to place interesting limits onde . With a
reasonable integration time of;1 week, the statistical uncer
tainty can reachd(de),10229e cm, already a factor of 100
below the current limit. In addition, theV-doublet level
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structure of PbO leads to a number of unique and powe
means for rejecting systematic effects.~Discussion of sys-
tematics in the EDM experiment is beyond the scope of t
paper, but will be addressed in a subsequent publica
@21#.! Thus we believe that a sensitivity toudeu at the level
10229e cm is feasible with the simple configuration d
scribed here; such an experiment is now under way. Ne
theless, it would be of great interest to find methods to
crease the excitation and/or detection efficiencies
significant factors, and thus to potentially improve the sen
tivity to udeu by up to another factor of;100.

G. Toward improved efficiency of the PbO EDM experiment

It seems likely that higher efficiency can be achieved
both the excitation and detection of thea(1) state by using a
slightly more complex experimental configuration. As w
explain here, the key to improved efficiencies is the ex
tence of strong electronic transitions of the forma↔Y,
where we useY as a generic label for any of several excit
electronic states of PbO. There has been no experime
data on such transitions; filling this gap is the motivation
much of the experimental work described later in this pap

We consider first the implications of sucha↔Y transi-
tions in the efficiency for excitation of thea(1) state. It
seems likely that«e can be improved by exciting thea(1)
state via a two-photon, stimulated Raman process of the
X→Y→a. We argue that both steps of this process c
probably be accomplished with greater efficiency than
direct X→a process, given the limitations of available las
sources.

There are a number of excited statesY of PbO which
@unlike the a(1) state# have been observed in absorptio
from the ground stateX @22#. Therefore it is known that the
transitionsX→Y for these states (Y5A, B, C, C8, D, E, F,
and G! are much stronger than directX→a transitions~al-
though in many cases there is no quantitative measure o
X→Y oscillator strengths!. Thus for any of these states th
stepX→Y can be saturated with far less laser power than
1 kW required for directX→a excitation.

The strength of the transitionsY→a also can be expecte
to be greater than that of the directX→a transition. The
X(0)@1S1#→a(1)@3S1# transition is forbidden by the se
lection rule DS50, and in addition the spatial part of th
dipole matrix element appears to be suppressed. Thus
X→a transition is considerably weaker even than oth
nominally forbidden (DSÞ0) transitions in PbO such a
X→A,B,C,C8 @23#. In contrast to the situation forX→a,
there are no selection rules to forbid many of the transitio
Y→a. Therefore, it can be broadly expected that at le
some of theseY↔a oscillator strengths are appreciable.
order to determine the best scheme for high-efficiency e
tation of thea(1) state via a two-step processX→Y→a, it
will be necessary to identify strongY→a transitions and,
further, to measure the oscillator strengths for both theX→Y
andY→a steps of the Raman transitions.

Next consider the requirements for efficient detection
the a(1) state. An improved value of«d can be achieved
using laser absorption, if the cell comprises;1 absorption
7-3
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length for the probe laser~see, e.g., Ref.@1#!. Based on our
estimates of the available column density nL of PbO in
a(1) state, this condition can be met for a transition of t
form a→Y if the oscillator strength for that transition is;1.
From the usual sum-rule condition for oscillator streng
~see, e.g., Ref.@20#!, it is reasonable to expect that such
transition exists. Unlike for the pump transition, we note th
the upper stateY of the probe transition need not have a
appreciable coupling to the ground stateX. However, no
states of PbO without such coupling have been obser
Finally, we point out that the conditions imposed on t
strength of both the population and probe transitions co
be relaxed somewhat by arranging for multiple passes of
laser beam through the vapor cell; however, this is a tec
cally difficult problem in itself.

Here we report the first steps toward learning to take
advantage of the PbO system for a measurement of the
tron EDM. We have measured lifetimes for most known e
cited states of PbO~a, A, B, C, C8, andD!. In addition, we
have searched for appreciable coupling of the higher-ly
states to thea(1) state: excitation ofX→Y transitions, fol-
lowed by selective observation ofY→X anda→X fluores-
cence intensities, has yielded (Y→X)/(Y→a) branching ra-
tios. In combination with known energies and estima
Franck-Condon factors, we have deduced from our d
some approximate values forX→Y anda→Y transition ma-
trix elements. Following the description of the experime
we will discuss the implications of our results for the ED
search using PbO.

III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF ELECTRONIC TRANSITIONS IN PbO

A. General description of the apparatus

Our investigations are performed using a conventional
fusive molecular-beam apparatus. PbO is heated in
stainless-steel oven to a temperature of about 900 K. A
tures in the heat shields collimate the PbO beam. The Pb
selectively excited with light generated by a Nd-YA
pumped dye laser with frequency-doubling capabilities. T
frequency resolution of the apparatus is limited in the visi
range to about 0.2 cm21 by the laser linewidth. This line-
width is typically sufficient to resolve individual rotationa
levels, except near bandheads. The decay fluorescence i
limated by a collection lens, passes through a pair of in
ference filters~typically with a bandpass of 10 nm! to select
the frequency, and is focused onto a photon-counting ph
multiplier tube with known quantum efficiency. The interfe
ence filters are narrow enough that they typically selec
single vibronic decay channel. The photon counts are
corded by a gated photon counter~Stanford Research
SR400! or a multichannel scaler~Stanford Research SR430!.

B. Lifetime measurements

Lifetime measurements are made by counting the num
of fluorescence photons as a function of the delay from
initial laser pulse. The signals are recorded using either m
tiple measurements with variable delays on the pho
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counter or, in later measurements, with the multichan
scaler. Data are collected both on the rotational bandh
and off resonance~detuned typically 1–2 cm21 to the blue of
the red-shaded bandhead!. Taking the difference betwee
these data eliminates backgrounds associated with scat
light, window fluorescence, dark noise, and blackbody rad
tion. Several independent measurements of the lifetime
made with the excitation laser at different positions and po
ers. No systematic dependence on laser power is obse
suggesting that saturation of our detection system is no
issue. The data collected at different laser positions perm
to place reasonable bounds on possible contributions to
measured lifetime due to spatial variations of the detect
efficiency. Because the short and long lifetimes require d
ferent techniques, they will be discussed separately, be
ning with the shorter-lived states.

The A, B, C, C8, andD lifetimes are extracted simply by
evaluating a best-fit exponential decay to the data. Data f
times just after the laser pulse~typically ;100 ns! are ex-
cluded from the fit, because of backgrounds from scatte
laser light, laser-induced fluorescence from windows, e
Data are collected with the laser intersecting the atom
beam at the center of the viewing region, and at position
mm upstream and downstream from center. The statist
uncertainty associated with each of these individual meas
ments is typically only 1–2 %. The larger uncertainti
quoted in Table I accommodate the ranges of lifetimes m
sured at the various positions of the laser beam. The res
obtained for theA andB states are in reasonable agreem
with earlier, less precise measurements@23#. We are not
aware of any previous measurements of theC, C8, and D
lifetimes.

Measurements of thea(1) state are more problematic du
to its long lifetime. Typically, the molecules traverse th

TABLE I. Measured lifetimes in PbO. Reference~a! is Ref.
@12#. Ref. ~b! is Ref. @7#. The fifth vibrational level ofC8 was
unmeasured because the bandhead was unresolved from lines
ciated with the seventh vibrational level ofC.

Electronic
state

Vibrational
level

Lifetime ~ms!

Present work Other experiments

A 2 3.74~30! ~a!

A 3 3.68~6!

B 0, 1 2.58~30! ~a!

B 2 3.03~12!

C 4 2.96~14!

C 7 2.83~7!

C8 3 3.7~2!

C8 4 3.9~2!

C8 6 3.4~2!

D 1 0.368~10!

a 2 101~10!

a 3 110~7! 81.8~5.5! ~b!

a 4 78~6!

a 5 77~5!

a 6 87~11!
7-4
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viewing region within a few tens of microseconds, maki
the measurement of the lifetime difficult. To solve this pro
lem we measure the decay fluorescence in two viewing
gions separated by three inches. The laser beam now i
sects the atomic beam 12–14 mm upstream from the ce
of the ‘‘upstream’’ viewing region. Two independent dete
tor assemblies are used. One detector constantly monitor
total decay fluorescence in the upstream region for norm
ization. On the opposite side of the atomic beam, a sec
detector assembly is moved back and forth between the ‘
stream’’ and ‘‘downstream’’ detection regions. The two i
teraction regions have been made as identical as possible
methods have been developed to allow precise positionin
the detector assembly. Care is taken that all of the parame
of the detection apparatus are left unchanged when the
tector assembly is moved between the two regions. The
nals and backgrounds in each of these regions are reco
on the multichannel scaler. All signals are normalized us
the signal from the fixed detector, effectively removin
variations in signal size that might occur between meas
ments ~due to, e.g., fluctuations in the laser or the atom
beam!. The measured fluorescence data are fit to a nume
simulation that predicts the expected fluorescence as a f
tion of time in the two regions. The collection efficiency as
function of the position of the radiating molecules is det
mined by an auxiliary measurement, and the resulting pro
is used in the numerical simulation. The fit parameters
justed in the simulation are the overall amplitude, the eff
tive beam temperature, the position of the point of laser
citation, and the lifetime. A typical fit is shown in Fig. 1
Statistical uncertainties in the fit lifetimes are very sm
~typically less than 1%!. The inferred lifetime depends pri
marily on the relative heights of the peaks in the two regio
and changes by less than 2% when the effective beam
perature used in the fit is varied by 100 C from its best
value. The combined uncertainties in thea(1) lifetimes
quoted in Table I are dominated by the uncertainties in
detection efficiency as a function of position. In particul
reflections of the primary fluorescence from the vacu

FIG. 1. Typical data and fits used to determine thea(1) state
lifetime. The data shown are for thev855 state. The solid curves
are the best fits to the data; the dotted curves show the fits with
lifetime changed by65 ms, which is the range of uncertainty a
signed for this data set.
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chamber are not taken into account in the simulation.
believe that these reflections account for the discrepancy
tween our fit and the data in the downstream region at s
times ~see Fig. 1!. For this reason, we have restricted the
in the downstream region to data taken at times greater
120 ms. Similarly, to avoid overweighting data that conta
little signal, data where the background is large compare
the signal are also ignored~this is typically data taken a
times greater than 100ms in the upstream and 300ms in the
downstream region!.

Our measureda(1) lifetime on the v853 vibrational
bandhead is somewhat longer than that obtained in Ref.@16#.
This is perhaps not too surprising, since the earlier meas
ment took the decay rates measured in the presence of b
gas, and extrapolated to zero pressure. It is interesting to
that the lifetimes of thev852 and 3 levels are significantly
longer than the higher vibrational levels, consistent with
suggestion of Beattieet al. @16#.

C. Branching ratios

One of the prime motivations for the present work is
determine if there are strong transitions that couple ot
excited molecular levels to thea(1) state, since such trans
tions could be used to improve the excitation and/or det
tion of thea(1) state. We have searched for such a coupl
from the Y5A, B, C, C8, and D levels. To search for a
branch fromY→a, two detection systems observe the inte
action volume from opposite sides of the atomic beam. O
of these has filters that permit us to monitor a specific
bronic channel of the decayY→X. The second system is se
to monitor a likely vibronic transition in the subsequent ca
cade decaya→X. The second channel accepts signals o
after a delay of 10ms after the laser pulse, in order to furth
distinguish decays proceeding through the long-liveda(1)
state from the direct decays of the upper stateY. The likely
decay paths are chosen by using Franck-Condon~FC! fac-
tors. ForY5A andB we use FC factors published by Dork
et al. @24#, while for Y5C, C8 andD we generate FC factor
from a Morse potential that is generally found to yield go
agreement with the published values for other transitio
and with qualitative measures of relative absorption inten
ties @22#.

To measure the branch, we record the signals in b
channels as we scan the laser over some high rotati
states. This produces a large, modulated signal that all
for sensitive detection of the branch. We search for corre
tion between the signals in the two detection channels.
results of our search for all of the states are summarize
Table II. ForY5A, B, C, andD we are not able to defini-
tively measure a nonzero branch. However, for several vib
tional levels ofC8 we do see clear evidence forC8→a tran-
sitions. Typically, we find that the ratio of the detecte
photons,R[(C8→a→X)/(C8→X), is several percent. Un
fortunately, given our distrust of the FC factors from o
measurements ofX→a→X ~see below!, it is difficult to
make precise statements about the transition strengths a
point.

he
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TABLE II. Branching ratios for known levels to decay via thea(1) state vs decaying directly to th
ground stateX. A single vibronic level was excited, and the detection was sensitive only to specific vib
decays. The level with vibrational numberv of electronic stateY is denoted asY@v#. Column 1 lists the
channels monitored; the transition in curly brackets specifically is detected. Column 2 lists the wavel
of the detected fluorescence for each channel. Column 3 lists the ratio of photons emitted in th
monitored channels, taking into account different detection efficiencies for the two channels. Column
the transitions and the associated wavelengths which would be required for populating thea(1) state via a
stimulated Raman transition. Unambiguous branching to thea(1) state is observed only from theC8 state.
The listed uncertainties only reflect the deviation of the branching ratio from zero; there is an add
uncertainty of640% in the relative detection efficiencies for the two fluorescence channels.

Decay channels
~channels monitored!

Wavelengths
detected

Ratio of
photon yields

Transition for stimulated
Raman excitation

~associated wavelength!

A@1#→$a@1#→X@2#%

$A@1#→X@2#%

$668 nm%

$533 nm%

1.6(7.8)31022 X@0#→A@1#
~496 nm!

A@1#→a@1#
~2641 nm!

A@3#→$a@3#→X@0#%

$a@3#→X@3#%

$577 nm%

$528 nm%

1.7(0.6)31022 X@0#→A@3#
~475 nm!

A@3#→a@3#
~2678 nm!

B@2#→$a@3#→X@0#%

$B@2#→X@7#%

$577 nm%

$546 nm%

2.6(1.0)31023 X@0#→B@2#
~432 nm!

B@2#→a@3#
~1714 nm!

C@4#→$a@4#→X@0#%

$C@4#→X@3#%

$562 nm%

$426 nm%

2.5(1.8)31022 X@0#→C@4#
~388 nm!

C@4#→a@4#
~1246 nm!

C8@3#→$a@3#→X@0#%

$C8@3#→X@5#%

$577 nm%

$439 nm%

7.8(1.9)31022

X@0#→C8@3#
~380 nm!

C8@3#→a@3#
~1115 nm!C8@3#→$a@3#→X@0#%

$C8@3#→X@4#%

$577 nm%

$426 nm%

7.0(3.7)31022

C8@4#→$a@4#→X@0#%

$C8@4#→X@4#%

$562 nm%

$418 nm%

4.9(1.2)31022 X@0#→C8@4#
~374 nm!

C8@4#→a@4#
~1113 nm!

C8@6#→$a@6#→X@0#%

$C8@6#→X@5#%

$535 nm%

$413 nm%

2.5(0.4)31022 X@0#→C8@6#
~361 nm!

C8@6#→a@6#
~1111 nm!

D@1#→$a@3#→X@0#%

$D@1#→X@3#%

$577 nm%

$351 nm%

2(3)31024 X@0#→D@1#
~327 nm!

D@1#→a@3#
~753 nm!
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D. Other observations

The E state

Despite many attempts, we were unable to observe thE
state in fluorescence. This is puzzling since theX-E transi-
tion has been seen both in absorption@22# and in fluores-
cence@24#. It is possible that the lifetime ofE is simply
shorter than the recovery time of our detection system fr
the large pulse of scattered light and UV-induced fluor
cence during and following the laser pulse. This would
quire t(E),100 ns. However, we cannot rule out that theE
state is ionized or dissociated by the excitation laser befo
has a chance to decay radiatively.

X-a Franck-Condon factors

In the course of measuring thea(1) state lifetime for
various vibrational levels, we have been able to determ
roughly the relative transition strengths for differe
excitation-detection chains of the formX(v9)→a(v8)
→X(v9* ). This allows us to determine relative values
products of FC factors for theX-a transition~see Table III!.
Also shown in the table are the predictions for these val
05250
-
-

it

e

s

from the previously calculated FC factors@24#. The experi-
mental values of these parameters could be in error by
much a factor of 2 due to variations in various paramet
from run to run. Despite these large uncertainties, it is app
ent that the calculated FC factors are woefully inadequat
describe the observations.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Now we consider the implications of our measureme
for the PbO EDM experiment discussed in Sec. II. We fi
note that the single transition of the typea→Y that we have
observed—thea→C8 transition—is probably not suffi-
ciently strong to enable efficient detection by absorption. W
estimate that a PbO cell of the type described in the in
duction would comprise only;1023 absorption lengths for
this transition. On the other hand, both this transition and
X→C8 transition are considerably stronger than the dir
X→a transition. For this reason, it should be possible
enhance the population of thea(1) state by driving the
X→C8→a process rather than the direct excitationX→a.
Accurate calculations of the relative efficiency of these p
7-6
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TABLE III. A comparison of the theoretical and observed products of the Franck-Condon fa
$F(v9,v8)3F(v9* ,v8)% for transitions fromX@v9#→a@v8#→X@v9* #. The calculated values are taken fro
Ref. @13#. To facilitate comparison, both observed and calculated values have been normalized t
respective values for theX@1#→a@3#→X@0# transition. Uncertainties in the observed values are;50%.

States involved in the transitions

F~v9,v8!3F~v9* ,v8!

F~1,3!3F~0,3!

F~v9,v8!3F~v9* ,v8!

F~1,3!3F~0,3!

v9 initial of X v8 of a v9* final of X Calculated Observed

1 2 0 0.7 0.4
1 3 0 1.0 1.0
1 4 0 0.7 2.4
1 5 0 0.2 2.6
1 6 0 ,0.1 0.6
2 2 0 0.5 0.5
2 3 0 0.1 0.8
1 1 2 1.2 ,0.1
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No.
cesses are not possible because we lack reliable FC fa
for all steps. However, our best estimate indicates that
enhancement of the excitation rate by a factor of;10 can be
achieved using optimized laser sources.

It is our hope that this study will initiate new theoretic
work on the structure of PbO, which may provide answers
some of the questions raised by our observations. In part
lar, four features of our data are difficult to explain from o
current knowledge of the PbO structure.~i! Why does the
a(1) state couple fairly strongly only toC8, and not to any
of the other nominal triplet states?~ii ! Why does the lifetime
of the a(1) state vary as a function of vibrational quantu
number?~iii ! Why are the calculated FC factors for theX-a
transition inadequate to explain the observed transition ra
~iv! Why were we unable to observe emission signals for
X→E transition?

We intend to continue our spectroscopic investigations
PbO. Although our tentative result for theX→C8→a cross
section is encouraging, we will to continue to investiga
excited states of PbO in an effort both to measure the
evant FC factors and to locate previously unobserved st
i
-
o-

.

st
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that couple more strongly to thea(1) state. These measure
ments will be conducted in a vapor cell in order to achie
larger signals. We are also beginning a project to perfo
high-resolution molecular beam measurements on thea(1)
state. Precise values of the hyperfine structure, isotope s
and Landeg factors for this state will permit a more precis
semiempirical calculation of the sensitivity of the propos
EDM experiment tode @25#.
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